BUDDY PROGRAM
The Symbiosis international university gave us an opportunity to be a part of the student exchange
program. It was an interactive program for a span of 15 days wherein 14 German students along with
Professor Seebens from the Nuremberg tech university visited the Symbiosis university, lavale campus
from 13th Feb to 21st Feb. Being a part of such initiative inculcates a sense of cultural diversity in each
one of us. Knowing students from different backgrounds, their lifestyle, traditions helped us to grow
more and share a bit of our life with them. We had a 15-day scheduled program wherein everyday
was dedicated to specific locations preferably the places where they could know our way of living and
know what India is all about.
Breaking all barriers and pre-conceived notions that they had in mind about India, we helped them
know the country is way beyond what they think it is perceived as. The students were a mix lot wherein
everybody was studying different subjects and specializing either in engineering or business or
finance.
We were seven of them who were assigned buddy to the German students. We were responsible for
engaging them and making this program as interactive as possible.
The first day mainly involved a campus tour and a formal introduction session with the students, the
faculty in charged and the buddies.

Campus tour

We visited the villages adopted by Symbiosis international university to make students understand
the way the farming is done in India and why it is an occupation to several people in India.

Wandered through the streets of Pune looking for spices and the heritage of the city.

Heritage walk to the city of Pune.

Two buddies and all the german students had a 2 days exhausting tour to The Ajanta and Ellora
caves situated in Aurangabad district of Maharashtra. On the very first day they went to Ellora caves
on 22nd February, 2020. They stayed in a hotel which was arranged from SIU itself. They explored the
ancient Buddhist caves with the help of a professional guide. The next day they visited Ajanta

Temple which is made up of single stone hammered from upside.

The culture is not defined until there is an essence of traditional folk dance in India. Bharatanatyam
performance by 2 SIT girls shook all of us.
On the very last day i.e valediction, they went through the Bharatanatyam, the classical Indian Dance
form which was originated in Tamil Nadu. There were 2 performances and after that they also learnt
some heavy steps of the same.

The last day and the bond which is promised to stay forever.

BUDDIES MESSAGE:
The buddy program for me was a life time experience. It gave me an opportunity to connect and talk
to different people of different ethnicity, culture and race. It helped me look at the world from so
many different perceptions. I met 14 Students in the program. Each student was of different
backgrounds and had a different story to tell. Some worked overtime to come on the tour some had
privilege. It helped me discover so much to understand that we are not so different from each other.
This program made me understood the meaning of the phrase "Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam"
Also taught me to cherish the bond which we carry throughout our life. I am really lucky to spend such
beautiful 10 days with such amazing people. Thank you, Symbiosis school of Banking and finance, for
this opportunity of lifetime.
-KIRTI BATCH 18-20

It was an amazing set of experiences that all of were fortunate ones to face them. How wonderful it is
to understand that we all are same people altogether but what matters is the surroundings we all are
a part of. I want to thank the Symbiosis university, Professor Seebens , Trupti Ma’am and the buddies
to make this venture as interactive as possible.
- RIYA GUPTA BATCH 18-20
The Student Buddy program with students of Nuremberg Tech University, Germany was a one of a
kind experiences for me. It was my first ever prolonged interaction with a group of foreign nationals.
Over the next 10 days this very group went on to become a bunch of dear friends with whom I shared
some of my most amazing experiences on and off campus.
SIU did a wonderful job planning quite a comprehensive schedule for our German guests which gave
them a mini glimpse into the vibrance, beauty and diversity of our country, along with some insightful
lectures on how to carry out business in India. As part of the program, I got the chance to participate
in several activities including a trip to Ayurvedic Udyogshala, Chauki Dhani, a heritage tour of Pune,
Bollywood dance workshop, yoga, Indian cooking workshop etc. While these activities proved
informational for both us and the German students, they also helped us break the ice amongst
ourselves and get to know each other and our personal journeys. It was truly something that helped
me broaden my horizons. I learnt about their culture, cuisine, families and lifestyle. To note how
different from us they seemed to appear, yet how similar we all were a very welcome realisation.
- KAVERI JOSHI BATCH 18-20

